
 

 

Why has a group of voluntary bodies 
decided to take the Cairngorms National 
Park Authority (CNPA) to the Court of 
Session in Edinburgh regarding the 
Cairngorms National Park Local Plan? This 

is expensive and arduous. Voluntary 
organisations have to be driven to this. 
Something major must be amiss! 
 

The Local Plan for the National Park is a 
key document guiding its sustainable 
development. It went through the stages of 
being drafted, submitted to public 
consultation, a public local plan inquiry and 
the Park Authority’s response to the often 
strong criticisms and recommendations of 
the two Scottish Government Reporters to 
the public inquiry. These voluntary bodies 
looked at the CNPA’s response to those 
findings, and felt they had to act. 
 

As pointed out in our previous newsletter, 
both reporters to the public inquiry, in their 

findings, largely supported the views of 
objectors to some important developments. 
The sheer scale of housing developments 
was a major concern: “---we conclude that 
that the rationale for the calculation of the 
housing requirement is unconvincing and 
the connection with housing land 
requirement is not made sufficiently clearly” 
the reporters  stated, in particular saying 
they could find no basis for a 50% 
allowance for second homes and vacant 
property in housing allocations. 

The proposal to build a new town, An 
Camas Mor initially, across the Spey from 
Aviemore was particularly important. On 
this the reporters stated, “Planning policy at 
all levels requires the consideration of 
landscape and natural heritage impacts 
and both are of considerable importance 
for An Camas Mòr given its National 
Scenic Area and Special Area of 
Conservation status. Despite this, the only 
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Appeal for Funding Support for the Campaign’s Legal Appeal Against the Cairngorms National Park 
Local Plan  continued 

evidence available to us is Topic Paper 4a and the 
Landscape Capacity for Housing Study. On close 
examination, neither of these endorses the proposal as put 
forward in the finalised local plan.” More fundamentally, as 
explained in our newsletter of Spring 2011, the idea of 
establishing such a new town right at the point of already 
maximum pressure on the Cairngorms National Park, with 
no effective protective buffer zone around the mountains, 
is a basic blunder in terms of national park and mountain 
management. 
 

Had the CNPA accepted the reporters’ findings, a way 
forward might have been found, but it largely set aside the 
reporters’ recommendations.  The voluntary bodies’ 
appeal, as filed with the court, focuses on quite specific 
housing development proposals at  certain Badenoch and 
Strathspey locations: Carrbridge, Nethybridge and, above 
all, An Camas Mor (Initially of 1500 houses but it would 
undoubtedly expand). It lists many rare species of plants, 
animals, insects, other lifeforms, and their habitats that 
would be damaged by development on these sites.  Those 
particular proposals are in themselves cause for great 
concern, but behind them lie broader concerns central to 
any possibility of future successful management of the 
Park. 
 

The appeal lists priority species meant to be protected by 
the Cairngorms Biodiversity Action Plan and the Scottish 
Biodiversity Action List and UK Priority Red Data Books, 
and asserts breaches of the Habitats Directive and/or the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) including capercaillie, 
red squirrels, buttterflies and Ancient Woodland. This is a 
series of significant accusations in itself but the concern 
goes wider and deeper. Scottish National Parks are set up 
along a modern model, and the chances of that model’s 
success are still hotly debated. Under this model, Park 
Authorities in Scotland have four aims as shown below. 
These aims are to be achieved in an integrated way. 
However, a look at them tells you that they are nothing 
specifically to do with managing a National Park or any 
other area of high natural value. They are simply guiding 

principles of sustainable governance applicable to 
managing Hyde Park in London, or a run-down inner-city 
housing scheme. Do any of these aims not apply to your 
community wherever you live? 
 

However, there is in the National Parks (Scotland) Act 
2000 a key clause stating, “In exercising its functions a 
National Park authority must act with a view to 
accomplishing the purpose set out in subsection (1); but if, 
in relation to any matter, it appears to the authority that 
there is a conflict between the National Park aim set out in 
section 1(a) and other National Park aims, the authority 
must give greater weight to the aim set out in section 1(a).” 
That 1(a) refers to the 1st aim in the box below. 
 

In other words, when a choice has to be made between 
environment and development, environmental 
considerations must weigh more heavily than development 
interests. On this hangs much of the future success – or 
otherwise - of the Cairngorms National Park. At base, the 
evidence submitted to the Court of Session by the 
Cairngorms Campaign and others asserts that this 
principle has not been observed, and this is our most 
fundamental concern. This issue affects any who go to or 
feel strongly about the Cairngorms whether you are a 
naturalist, climber, hillwalker, rambler, or other and why we 
have issued this challenge in court. It is why these 
voluntary bodies, despite their limited resources of time 
and money, have taken on such  an arduous task and are 
appealing for help and contributions from  the wider public. 
You can donate directly at Online. Go to JustGiving  at 
http://www.justgiving.com/ and type Cairngorms Campaign 
in the ‘Donate to charity’ search box. 

 

The Four Aims of Scottish National Parks 
To be met in an integrated manner! 

 
1 To conserve and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the area, 
2 To promote sustainable use of the natural resources of the area 
3 To promote understanding and enjoyment (including enjoyment in the form  
    of recreation) of the special qualities of the area by the public 
4 To promote sustainable economic and social development of the 
   area’s communities. 
 

“Fecht for Britain? Hoot awa! 

For Bonnie Scotland? Imph, man na! 

For Lochnagar? Wi clook and claw! 
 

J C Milne Poet of Northeast Scotland” 
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Representations to Panel Appointed to 
Provide Independent Review of Deer 
Management on Mar Lodge Estate by the 
National Trust for Scotland 
The degraded state of the ageing remnants of the Old 
Caledonian Pine Forest on Mar Lodge Estate have long 
been a matter of serious concern. Under previous owners 
no regeneration of young pines or other trees and shrubs 
occurred. The National Trust for Scotland took over the 
estate in 1995.The estate covers nearly 8% of the 
National Park, totals 29,380 hectares, and, as the Trust 
says, “Within its boundaries are fine examples of classic 
features of a Highland landscape: remnants of the 
ancient Caledonian pine forest, heather moorland, juniper 
scrub and a part of the high Cairngorm plateau. “ It also 
states that “The estate is recognised as one of the most 
important nature conservation landscapes in the British 
Isles..” The Trust did important work on such things as 
removal of bulldozed tracks.  
A major aim of conservation on the estate was to start 
regeneration of the ageing remnants of the Caledonian 
Pine Forest on the land but progress in this has been 
negligible until recently. The chief cause was failure to 
reduce deer populations to the population of 1650 red 
deer it was initially assessed that the estate could carry 
and still achieve regeneration.  Matters came to a head 
recently when Scottish Natural Heritage refused 
payments to be made under a management agreement 
with the Trust conditional on achieving regeneration. The 
decision to involve the Deer Commission in a cull under 
what is called a Section 7 agreement, provoked local 
complaints from surrounding estates that “their” deer 
would be culled and from some local voices that red deer 
would no longer be seen by tourists. 
 
The Campaign met with the Review Panel and submitted 
two substantial letters urging the Trust to meet its national 
and international obligations, rejecting the complaint 
about loss of red deer as a visitor experience, and 
rejecting the approach that regeneration should be 
achieved by expensive, publicly financed deer fences 
around areas for regeneration and which created more 
problems than they solved.  
Response by the Campaign to the National 
Park Authority’s Draft Supplementary 
Planning Guidance on the Protection of Wild 
Land 
Initially, the Park Authority declined to produce any 
policies on the protection of wild land within the 
Cairngorms. This was an astonishing omission given the 
importance of wild land within the Cairngorms and as a 
key reason for designating the national park in the eyes 
of many. Fortunately, a national survey in Scotland by 
Scottish Natural Heritage revealed the importance people 
generally attached to wild land in Scotland and the Park 
Authority moved to produce policies on its protection 
within the Park. In its response, the Campaign welcomed 
this as a constructive document with potential to increase 
the awareness of developers of the importance of 

wildness and wild land. The policy defines bands A, B 
and C of decreasing wildness. A is “High quality wildness 
areas where the landscape is dominantly natural and 
ecological processes are prevalent” where any form of 
development can reduce wildness and consideration 
should be given to removal of such developments and 
new developments of any kind inappropriate. Within this 
band, “new hill tracks should be avoided and the impacts 
of existing ones should be reduced through remedial 
work or removed completely.” This will not, unfortunately, 
deal with the massive intrusion into wild areas of the 
network of tracks already there. Band B areas are those 
which “have a largely natural feel with infrequent man-
made features” and Band C broadly covers cultivated and 
settlement areas. In C, developments should be designed 
to fit the landscape and the priority is reduce impacts on 
the other bands. reducing qualities of the other bands. 
 

In general, the Campaign urged that there should be an 
even stronger stance taken against vehicular tracks in the 
Cairngorms and the removal of structures in wild areas. 
Many of the potentially wild forest areas referred to above 
for example are in Band B areas and the Campaign 
urged that the guidance should read “There should be no 
new tracks within this area and the impacts of existing 
ones reduced by being removed completely whenever 
there is an opportunity to do this“. 
 

The proof of the pudding, however, will be in the 
enforcement of guidance on planning conditions to 
protect wild land. 
 

Meeting of Scottish Environment Link 
Members About the Cairngorms and the 
National Park 
Following an approach by Cairngorms National Park 
Authority (CNPA) staff, Scottish Environment Link (SEL), 
of which the Campaign is a member, held a meeting with 
CNPA earlier this year to discuss concerns raised by 
Park Authority Staff. As a result SEL called a meeting of 
voluntary environmental and recreational member groups 
about the Cairngorms and the National Park. It was well 
attended by 15 SEL member bodies. Several members of 
the Campaign participated. The meeting had two results. 
Various actions were decided upon. In the absence of an 
overview strategic group, mooted by parliament after its 

ACTION BY THE CAMPAIGN  

 Quick Quote 
 

"For tonight I leave from Euston, 
And leave the world behind 
Who has the hills for lover 
Will find them wondrous kind" 
 
Anonymous, written on the door of Ryvoan bothie 
near Glenmore in the Cairngorms and quoted by H 
Brown in Poems of the Scottish Hills (1982) 
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ACTION BY THE CAMPAIGN contd. 
review of the National Parks ( Scotland) 
Act, SEL members will establish a Task 
Force on National Parks regarding the 
strategic role re Parks in Scotland. This 
Task Force will initially prepare ground with 
CNPA for open discussion of its approach 
and the drafting on the new Park Plan and 
Local Plan. SEL will facilitate the 
arrangements and an independent chair 
may be appointed. The Campaign will be 
much involved in this meeting and prepare 
for it carefully. 
 
Campaign Lodges an Objection 
to Development of Thirtyfive 
Wigwam Type Lodges for Let at the 
Badaguish Centre in Glenmore. 
 
The Badaguish Cairngorm Outdoor Centre in Glenmore, 
within the Glenmore Forest Park, is the base of the 
Speyside Trust, It is “a small independent charity helping 
children and adults with learning difficulties and other 
special needs-“  It provides respite care activity holidays 
and work experience/vocational training programmes. It 
needs funds for its work and seemingly to provide it 
proposed to build 35 wooden lodges for commercial let at 
its centre. It has done much good work for many children 
and Glenmore is a well chosen place for its work. It was 
therefore with considerable reluctance that the Campaign 
lodged an objection to this development on various 
grounds. 
 

The sensitivity of the Glenmore Corridor and its surrounds 
to current levels of use has long been recognised in the 
successive Local Plans dating from the mid-90s with 
increasing levels of use likely to have negative impacts on 
the natural heritage, especially disturbance of protected 
species.  The presumption in these Plans is against all but 
essential development in this sensitive area and this 
proposal does not meet any such essential development 
criteria: Also the scale of the development seemed 
inappropriate as it would further reduce cover of the 
Caledonian forest in the Glenmore basin and increase 

traffic on the access roads, further eroding the quality of 
the  public’s experience of the area. 
 
Campaign’s Response on the Consultation 
on Non-Domestic Elements of The Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted 
Development) (Scotland) Order 1992 
This legislation regulates the control of bulldozed tracks 
and other forms of vehicular track development in the 
uplands. Our response urged the remaining areas of wild 
land should be strongly protected in the broader public 
interest. It pointed out there are environmental situations 
in the Scottish uplands where maintenance of hilltracks is 
effectively not possible due to combinations of altitude, 
exposure, and basic soil fertility. These make it effectively 
impossible to maintain such tracks in acceptable condition 
due to the short cool growing season for plants that 
recolonise and hence stabilise exposed soil, and the 
intensity of rainfall events that worsen with increasing 
altitude. 
 

Our evidence repeated that given to the Public Inquiry into 
the Cairngorms National Park Local Plan, providing good 
photographic descriptions of bulldozed and other tracks 
and their impacts, as shown on our website under the 
Local Plan.  

UPDATE OF CAIRNORMS CAMPAIGN WEBSITE 

 

The Campaign’s website at www.cairngormscampaign.org.uk has 
been neglected due to lack of time by the volunteers who do 
the work of the Campaign but it has now been updated and 
efforts will be made to maintain it in future. Full details of 

Campaign action above can be found on it now. 

Unveiling of a Plaque in Memory of Ted and Alison Peck at the Old Bridge of 
Avon Near Tomintoul 

 
When a new bridge was built over the Avon north of the village of Tomintoul, the 
historical old one was in danger of being lost. The late Sir Edward Peck, (Ted Peck) 
lived nearby and was chairman of the Avonside Conservation Group and an active 
member of the Campaign. He and his wife Alison headed a successful campaign to 
have the historic old bridge protected and maintained. It was gratifying for their family 
when local people decided to have a small cairn erected with a plaque in their memory 
and acknowledging their contribution. Ian Lawson and Drennan Watson of the 
Campaign Committee attended the unveiling when a toast was drunk in memory of Ted 
and Alison Peck and their contribution to the area. When next you pass this way, on the 
north side of the bridge, you will see a carpark on the right from which a short footpath 
leads down over the bridge and its splendid view of the river to a pleasant quiet picnic 
spot with the cairn beside it. If you are passing and would like a quiet seat or picnic, 
this is where to go! 
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In Brief 
What an Odd Year! What Happened? 
April was unusually warm and dry. Things grew early and 
well throughout the month. But early springs are not 
always best in Scotland. The May frosts are waiting, and 
2011 was no exception with a hard frost in the first week of 
May hitting prematurely emerged foliage and blossom. But 
something else happened also. Early in May, a strong gale 
swept the country. Doubtless blossom died in the frost but 
what also happened is the real worry and puzzle. Trees 
and shrubs in full leaf suffered badly.  The impacts were 
localised but widespread. In places, oaks were virtually 
entirely defoliated, sycamore foliage completely scorched, 
and foliage of others like birch and rowan suffered badly. 
On the west coast, even the bracken was scorched, 
leading to suggestions it was salt scorch from seawinds, 
but the effects on tree and shrub foliage occurred across 
Scotland where no salt reached. 
 
It is noticeable that the rowan crop, usually a prolific and 
important foodsource for many birds including migrants, is 
very sparse. It is uncertain if these impacts extend to 
things like birch seedyields and acorn crops, important for 
a range of species of animals and birds, but it is likely. It is 
difficult to separate the effects of frost acting on foliage and 
blossom and windscorch, but combined the impacts 
amount to a major and unusual ecological event which has 
curiously attracted little public comment even from 
conservationists. The consequent impacts on wildlife, as 
well as the tree and shrub species affected, will almost 
certainly be extensive but unlikely now to be clearly 
identified. 
New Park Plan for the Cairngorms National 
Park. 
A new National Park Plan is being prepared. The draft plan 
will be launched for public comment between Sep 19 and 
Dec 9. It can be viewed on the CNPA website at http://
www.cairngorms.co.uk/parkauthority/meetingspapers/
board/index.php. The Cairngorms Campaign will be 
discussing the plan with other voluntary bodies before 
submitting comment. 
RSPB Purchases a New Nature Reserve in 
the Cairngorms 
The RSPB has purchased a land at Crannach on Deeside 
on the south facing, often well forested slopes you see 
from the North Deeside Road (A93) to create a nature 
reserve. We are grateful to Ian Francis of the RSPB for the 
following statement. 
“This year, RSPB Scotland purchased 520 hectares of 
land at the Crannach, within the Cairngorms National Park, 
just east of Ballater.  This area offers a great opportunity to 
continue to establish and expand Caledonian pine and 
broadleaved woodland in the heart of Deeside. 
 
The Crannach comprises open ground with pine and birch 
regeneration, juniper stands, young Scots pine and birch 
woodland as well as several wetlands. It will be a long term 
investment by the RSPB to manage habitat important for 

priority species such as black grouse, Scottish crossbill 
and a wide range of other associated wildlife. We also 
hope in time to promote suitable woodland habitat which 
will help the Capercaillie. 
 Until now the area has been managed privately, and there 
are no plans for any immediate changes. The work done 
by the previous owners has created a newly-developing 
woodland that is already providing very valuable native 
woodland habitat. Once a manager has been appointed 
and a more detailed survey of the area has been carried 
out a management plan will be developed, in consultation 
with the local community, and our neighbours. This will 
include consideration of how the public might visit the 
reserve; currently there is no formal access, infrastructure 
or signage on the site.    
 
Establishing our own nature reserve in Deeside will offer 
us the opportunity to work more closely with neighbouring 
landowners to help demonstrate and boost wider habitat 
management to enhance areas of Caledonian pine forest. 
RSPB Scotland already owns pinewoods in Strathspey 
and in the Beauly catchment but Deeside is a special 
place.  We are very privileged to be able to deepen our 
commitment to the area by playing our part at the 
Crannach in protecting the Caledonian Forest and the 
wealth of wildlife it supports.” 
Death of Alan Blackshaw 
Alan Blackshaw was a man who pursued a highly 
successful life both as a senior civil servant and as a 
mountaineer whose awareness of mountains and their 
importance extended far beyond the basic focus on 
climbing to the wildlife and environment of mountains. He 
was well known within mountaineering not only within the 
UK but widely abroad. He played an important role in the 
development of the new access legislation in Scotland. 
From his home in Newtonmore, he took a strong interest in 
the Cairngorms. He had frequent contact with the 
Cairngorms Campaign and was very active, 
unsuccessfully, in trying to persuade the then Highlands 
and Islands Development Board (HIDB) that there were 
better and more financially sensible ways to develop on 
Cairn Gorm than building a funicular railway. His most 
recent activity was to finally get the Public Audit Committee 
to investigate and finally strongly criticise the HIDB’s highly 
unsound behaviour in building it. In this effort, the 
Campaign cooperated with him. His knowledgeable 
support on matters to do with the Cairngorms will be 
missed. 
Illegal Killing of Birds of Prey 
“The year 2010 will go down as a dreadful one for the 
conservation of Scotland’s birds of prey”  concludes the 
RSPB’s report on Illegal Killing of Birds of Prey 2010. “Four 
golden eagles, a white-tailed eagle, seven red kites, two 
peregrines and 13 buzzards were confirmed by the 
Scottish Government as being victims of illegal poisoning” 
it states. Various methods were used including shooting, 
spring traps, nest destruction and, perhaps most 
alarmingly, long banned, highly toxic pesticides on bates 

Continued on page 9 
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Talking Point  
WILDNESS AND T

Wild land and wildness are in the news again! Nine years ago, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) produced its policy on Wildn
Scottish Government is consulting on planning controls that include control of bulldozed tracks in the uplands such as wild a
Protection of Wild Land to which the Campaign has responded in detail. Recently, SNH surveyed the attitude of over 1000 p
economic and also a range of non-economic reasons, and is important to many people who probably never or rarely visit it. 
on the publication of “The Future of the Cairngorms” by Kai Curry-Lindhal and his co-authors. 

So, what is wildness and in particular
Cairngorms, and is there wilderness 
CNPA’s paper defines these clearly a
“The experience felt when in a wild la
wildness is a human experience; a hu
specific state of it. This experience is
it says but there are key elements co
are the four key attributes: naturalnes
and the lack of modern human artifac
into difficulties. These are characteris
place, but peoples’ experiences are n
What they experience are emotions l
nature, appreciation of beauty, challe
experiences that give wild land/wilde
in addition to their ecological values a
policies. It is interesting that, in its po
in the range of values people find in w
with the physical elements of the natu
sanctuary, closeness to nature, and v
wildness in its own right. Campaign m
strike a cord! 
 
Clearly, human experiences and the 
connected and CNPA’s four “attribute

No wilderness within the Cairngorms National Park? The plateau areas are "natural" and 
sizeable by Scottish standards. Looking across the Cairngorm - Macdui Plateau towards 
Beinn Mheadhoin 

"View from near summit of Macdui showing Cai
Lochain Uaine (Angel's Peak), Garbh Choire Mo
Choire Dhaidh with Dee Waterfall and part of Co

In the bare landscape, wildlife is much more visible than in the heavily forested Alps or 
Himalayas, and becomes a central part of the wildland experience. Ptarmigan on Ben Avon 
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Talking Point  
THE CAIRNGORMS 
ness in the Scottish Countryside and its protection but there has been precious little improvement in protection. Now, the 
areas of the Cairngorms. The Cairngorms National Park Authority is producing Supplementary Planning Guidance on the 
people to wild land in Scotland, 300 of them in the Cairngorms. Significantly, it showed people valued wild land for both 
“I can never climb that wild land, but it is important to me that it is there”, said one man confined to a wheelchair responding 

 

r, what is wild land in the 
there? It is much discussed. 
and simply. “Wildness” is 
andscape.”  In short, 
uman reaction to land, not a 

s different for each individual 
ommon to all, saying, “These 
ss, ruggedness, remoteness 
cts.”  Now here we may get 
stic physical qualities of a 
not physical features. 
ike solitude, closeness to 

enge etc. It is these 
rness their human value 
and hence justify the 

olicy paper, SNH includes 
wild land, engagement 
ural world, solitude and 
valuing the quality of 
members will find these 

condition of land are 
es” are good indicators of 

Wild Land Features of the Cairngorms 
From “The Cairngorms Mountains” by John Hill Burton, Pub Wlm Blackwood and Sons 1864 

 
“The depth and remoteness of solitude, the huge mural precipices, the deep chasms between rocks, the 
waterfalls of unknown height, the hoary remains of primaeval forests, the fields of eternal snow, and the 

deep black lakes.” 

Some Conclusions from a Survey of Over 1,000 People in Scotland to Wildness in 
the Scottish Countryside 

 
1) The vast majority of residents (91%) think it important for Scotland to have wild places, and that they 

contribute to Scottish identity. 
2) Woodlands, forests, mountains, hills, lochs and moorlands were all rated highly as wild areas. Scotland 

was seen as having a lot of wild areas, especially in the north, west and east Highlands, the Western 
Isles and the Northern Isles 

3) Wild places are most commonly valued because they are seen as part of Scotland’s culture, heritage 
and tourist industry. They are also seen as important for wildlife and nature, the environment, and the 
local economy. 

4) Half the people interviewed believe that wild places in Scotland are under threat and around three in 
five residents thought that action is required to preserve wild areas in Scotland. 

5) Overall, the key perceived threats to wild areas were development, urbanisation and humans. 

rngorm corries with, from left to right, Sgor an 
r with semi permanent old snow beds, Garbh 
oire Bhrochain." 

“The far views across their high plateaux, unimpeded by soaring peaks or fretted ridges, 
give a sense of space and scale which no other British mountains can convey." 
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where these experiences are induced in people in Wild 
Land, which the paper defines as “An area where an 
individual finds the experience of wildness is particularly 
strong.”  But are they adequate indicators of all that 
induces these experiences in the Cairngorms?  
 

Several other key features of the Cairngorms that induce 
a sense of wildness also seem important.  How about the 
Peneplain effect? Now what’s that? The Scottish 
mountains are not fold mountains like the Alps with large 
variations in heights between peaks and between those 
and lesser summits, obstructing line of sight and hence 
limiting depth of vista. They are derived from a peneplain, 
a low rolling eroded plain, forced up and thereafter eroded 
by weathering and glaciers, leaving mountains and hills of 
relatively uniform heights. Thus, from summits and even 
lesser hills, unimpeded views are revealed to far horizons, 
giving a sense of expansive wild land. Curry-Lindahl and 
his coauthors captured this, saying of the Cairngorms, 
“The far views across their high plateaux, unimpeded by 
soaring peaks or fretted ridges, give a sense of space and 
scale which no other British mountains can convey.”  
Defining Wilderness as, “A large area of unmodified or 
slightly modified land that retains its natural character and 
influence, without permanent or significant habitation” the 
paper asserts, “There is no wilderness within the 
Cairngorms National Park.“ Is this true? The plateau 
areas are certainly only slightly modified and sizeable by 
Scottish standards. Certainly, most visitors experience the 
high Cairngorms as wilderness. 
 
What else characterises wild land in the Cairngorms? 
How about the sheer diversity of wild and semi-wild land 
within them. W H Murray particularly noted this when 
surveying the Highland Landscape for the National Trust 
for Scotland in 1961. The Cairngorms he found, had “ a 
unique landscape quality” based largely on its great 
diversity, commenting on the “vast corries”, the “dark 
lochans ringed by cliffs”, the “moorlands sweeping up to 
craggy skylines” and on the plateaux forming the largest 
area of high ground in the UK. That diversity of forms of 
wild land is an important Cairngorm characteristic. The 
mix of degrees of wildness, some “natural” and some 
seminatural, has a further value.  “I went onto Dartmoor 
once and, do you know, at one point I couldn’t see a 
single house!” said an excited Londoner. Dartmoor is 
pretty tame compared with many areas of Scotland. 
People often go on a lifetime journey in the experience of 
wildness, perhaps initially experiencing semi-wild land 
and progressively exploring wilder landscapes thereafter. 
Dartmoor was a good place for him to start. The extensive 
semi-natural moorlands around the Cairngorms, 

increasingly rare in Europe, are an important feature in 
this respect. The entire catena of wild landscapes from 
Strath to summit, with increasing levels of wildness, 
permits such mental journeys over time; journeys which 
are important in peoples’ lives. Each part of the catena 
has a value in itself as a part of this progression, 
deserving appropriate protection. Collectively, they 
enhance each others’ value. 
 

Much of the Cairngorms is, of course, deforested by the 
hand of man below the treeline. This deeply influences 
peoples’ wild land experience. Deforestation produces an 
open landscape that develops its own wild land 
experience, providing a landscape of expansive vistas 
and open skies. These skies become a major and ever 
changing component of those treeless panoramas. In the 
deforested landscape, the unstable and often hostile 
oceanic climate of the Scottish Highlands increases the 
sense of exposure to natural forces, enhancing scope for 
adventure experience and activities. Revealed in these 
highly distinctive landscapes, shaped by glaciers and their 
meltstreams, are the ribbed hillslopes slit by shallow 
gullies, the innumerable breastlike curves of glacial 
moraines, and the easy graceful swing of the rivers and 
burns. In the long dawns, lingering sunsets, and afterglow 
of long evenings the slanting rays of the pale northern 
light pick them out clearly. These are all Cairngorm 
experiences of wildness in deforested land. Above and 
below the treeline, in this bare landscape, wildlife is much 
more visible than in the heavily forested Alps or 
Himalayas, and it becomes a central part of the wildlife 
experience. 
 
Despite deforestation, one last notable feature of 
Cairngorm wildness that is certainly not covered by 
CNPA’s four key attributes of wild land lies among the 
ancient pines of the now expanding remnants of the Old 
Caledonian Pine Forest. As Curry-Lindhal and his co-
authors said of these remnants, “It is the primeval 
landscape from which most of our country evolved.” Other 
authors have said, “To stand in them is to feel the past.” 
With the extensive regeneration of these forests in places 
like Abernethy and Glen Feshie as naturally evolving 
forests, another Cairngorms wild land experience is 
growing – the opportunity to experience a journey through 
a large wild forest. 
 

These values do not include other values of wild land 
such as providing a sanctuary for protected species and 
vulnerable habitats or what we are learning  from them 
through scientific research, but even in themselves they 
give good reason to protect Wild Land! 

Talking Point  WILDNESS AND THE CAIRNGORMS continued 

The Cairngorms Campaign website      www.cairngormscampaign.org.uk 
Email:  email@cairngormscampaign.org.uk 
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In Brief continued 
laid out in the open in the countryside. One keeper 
prosecuted was found to have 10Kg of a pesticide long 
banned – indicating plans for its longterm illegal use.  
 
During the last 20 years 500 birds of prey have been 
confirmed killed by illegal poisoning with a further 320 
confirmed as shot, trapped or having had their nests 
destroyed. This is only the tip of the iceberg as most 
carcasses are never found in the hills and mountains. It 
has impacted heavily on golden eagle populations in the 
Cairngorms on grouse moors. A peregrine was found shot 
recently in the Pass of Ballater.  If anything, although 2010 
was not so bad as 2009, the problem seems to be getting 
worse. “The key to building on the continued high priority 
given by the Scottish Government to tackling wildlife crime 
(of which the illegal killing of birds of prey is a key 
component) is the effective use of legislation through 
robust enforcement,undertaken in a planned but speedy 
manner”  concludes the RSPB’s report, and the statistics 
would seem to support their view. Further details are at 
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/
Bird_of_prey_persecution_tcm9-289614.pdf and http://
www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/356253/0120389.pdf. 
The Campaign has published a leaflet guiding members of 
the public on what to do if the find a suspected illegally 
killed bird of prey or baited carcase which is downloadable 
on our website. 
 

Scottish Natural Heritage Withhold Payments 
to the National Trust for Scotland on 
Regeneration of Caledonian Pine Forest 
Under its agreement with Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), 
the Trust was to receive a series payments from SNH 
conditional on achieving natural regeneration of the 
degraded stands of Caledonian Pine on Mar Lodge Estate. 
SNH  has become increasingly dissatisfied with the lack of 
progress on this, largely due to a failure by the Trust to 

reduce deer numbers to population densities that will 
permit this, as deer quickly consume the young seedlings. 
Finally, now, SNH has refused payment. This issues is 
discussed more fully under the Campaign’s response to 
the Mar Lodge Independent Review Panel. 
 

Appeal Against Housing Development in 
School Wood at Nethy Bridge Dismissed  
This is an ongoing saga since 2006 when Highland 
Council granted Tulloch homes outline planning consent 
for 40 dwellings (20 houses, including some semi-
detached, and 20 self-build plots, including 10 affordable), 
plus a business unit site inside an ancient pinewood called 
School Wood, near Nethy Bridge. Then, in 2011, 
Cairngorms National Park Authority unamimously refused 
full consent for 30 detached luxury houses and 10 
affordable self-build plots, plus eight business units which 
Tulloch Homes had submitted in 2009. Reasons given, 
included the lack of semi-detached houses, lack of 
surveys and information on natural heritage interests, 
including red squirrels and otters, and lack of sensitive 
siting and high quality design. 

The present owners, Tulloch Homes, appealed against the 
CNPA decision. On 18th July, the reporter refused the 
appeal on similar grounds. The developer has six months 
from the refusal of the appeal to submit one more 
application, after which time the outline consent would 
otherwise fall. Moreover, because the allocation for 
development in School Wood was included within the 
CNPA Local Plan, the applicant has the advantage of 
being able to submit an application consistent with that 
plan, which increases its chance of gaining consent. It is 
that inclusion of the School Wood allocation within the 
CNPA Local Plan that forms part of our legal challenge 
that has been mounted against the plan. 
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Cairngorm Stories 
 

The Last Big Raid 

Update of Cairngorms Campaign Website – Help Needed 
 

Due to pressure on limited volunteers, the Campaign’s website has been neglected. 
However, it has undergone a major update including the inclusion of our submissions 

on the Local Plan that lead to our challenge in the courts. We are in need of someone 
familiar with website maintenance to continue this task with us. Is there a website 
whizkid out there, young or old, among our membership who could take this on? If 

you want to volunteer, contact Tim Ambrose by email. 
timambrose1954@hotmail.com 

The hard granites of the central Cairngorms are mineral 
poor. They yield harsh hills and infertile soils. But the 
southern hills are kinder hills. Along the southern edge of 
the Cairngorms, they tower above the Angus and 
Perthshire glens. The geologists tell us they are made of 
mica, calcareous and graphitic schists and even 
limestones. The nongeologist simply finds these the hills 
are rounder, greener and the soils more fertile. In the old 
days of the Highlands, these more fertile soils meant one 
thing in particular – more cattle and better cattle! To the 
Highlanders, these cattle, the predecessors of today’s 
highland cattle but black, were their foodstore for the 
long Scottish winter; they were also their bank, their key 
form of wealth. Raiding for cattle was an old tradition 
between highland clans. They were expected to be 
“catearans”, the gaelic for a fighting men, warriors. 
Among these warrior peoples, cattle raiding was not 
simply a branch of agriculture. It gained them prestige – 
good standing as a catearans Any young upstart 
regarding cattle raiding as morally wrong, mere thieving, 
but wishing to marry your daughter clearly  “Lacked 
Moral Fibre!” – quite unable to support a family. 
 
These raids could be large and highly organised. 

Probably the last big raid took place in these Perthshire 
glens around Glen Isla and Glen Shee in the early 17th 
century. From the north, over pass that now contains the 
Glenshee ski development, came a force of about 500 
men. By some records they were a combined force of 
Camerons of Locheil and Clan Chatan, a remarkable 
alliance if this is correct. The Camerons of Lochiel were 
famed (or notorious) all over Europe for their hardiness 
and fighting skills and Clan Chatan (the clan of the cat) 
was an alliance of clans in Strathspey, headed by the 
Grants thereof, with a key function of defending against 
the Camerons. 
The raiders descended in the night. Surprise was on 
their side. Dispersing quickly to Glenshee, Glen Beag, 
Glen Lochsie, Glen Taitneach, Glen Isla and Strathardle, 
they soon rounded up over 2000 cattle, some say up to 
2700! These guys meant business!  There were of 
course rules about this sort of thing. I mean proper ways 
to steal cattle. Old men and children were not molested 
and normally neither were women who would do all they 
could to hinder the raiders, hiding cattle and so on. 
Between the men however, fights would be to the death 
with dirk and claymore! The local clansmen of course 
were experienced in resisting such raids. Opposing a 

Book Reviews 
Managing Scotlands Pinewoods for Their Flowers 27pp– This is an A5 sized booklet by Plantlife. It illustrates and de-
scribes pinewood priority species like juniper, twinflower and one-flowered wintergreen and other key pinewood species like the 
lesser twayblade. It also discusses threats to these species and makes recommendations for pinewood management to protect 
them. It is free from Plantlife Scotland, Ballalan House, Allan Park, Stirling FK8 2AQG 

The Breeding Birds of North-East Scotland 528 pages, full colour throughout, £25, Foreword by Adam Watson  
For those with a keen interest in birds, this book is now out. The area covered by it includes much of the Cairngorms. Background 
information on it states that, “North-East Scotland is very important for breeding birds, holding over one-fifth of the UK 
population of Scottish Crossbill, Parrot Crossbill, Ptarmigan, Dotterel, Crested Tit, Snow Bunting and Goldeneye and more than 
a third of Scotland's Sandwich Terns, Goshawks, Tree Sparrows and Corn Buntings. This new breeding bird atlas presents the 
results of five years of survey work in Moray, Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City and includes almost half of the Cairngorms 
National Park “ It is the work of a sixty local authors, is well illustrated and, for each species, summarises its habitat, breeding 
biology, local breeding status and distribution, estimates of breeding population and evidence for changes in distribution and 
numbers. For further information, please see the atlas website. 
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Cairngorm Stories  continued 

raiding party singly was certain death. They dispersed to 
their prearranged mustering points to gather their strength. 
 
The Spital of Glenshee is one of the oldest sites of its kind 
in Scotland. A spital was a shelter at the foot of a hill pass 
where travellers could shelter from thieves and wolves. 
The raiders gathered with their stolen cattle at this 
prearranged rallying point and turned for home to escape 
with their booty, heading up towards the pass over into 
Deeside. But now the tide of advantage turns. Two 
thousand cattle move slowly and string out over a long 
distance. So also must the raiders guarding them. Parties 
of defenders now started to arrive from the scattered glens 
and a murderous, strung out, running battle, often called 
the Battle of Glenshee, began along the line of moving 
cattle. No quarter was given. Some things, like a good 
archer, can make a big difference in such a struggle. On 
the Isle of Skye there is a burn whose name translates as 
“the burn of the last man” stemming from a much smaller 
cattle raid on a settlement when the men were absent. 
However one boy was trained in archery by his absent 
father. Pursuing the raiders at a distance, he killed them 
one by one until, at the burn, only one raider was left and 
he pleaded for his life. The boy showed mercy and hence 
the name. In Glenshee that day, was Cam Ruadh, a squint 
eyed, red haired archer from Glen Taitneach whose aim 
was nonetheless deadly and took a steady toll on the 
raiders. 
 
Word of the raid was spreading further. In Braemar, far to 
the north, clansmen gathered and set out to join the fight. 
Their arrival over the hill just as the moving herd reached 
the top of the pass, where the bends in the old roadline 
were called the Devil’s Elbow, tipped the struggle in favour 
of the defenders. Now the problem for the raiders was to 
escape without cattle but with their lives. In desperation, 
they slit the throats of the cattle knowing the defenders 
would focus on saving those rather than attacking the 
raiders. 

 
Soon, it was all 
over as the 
raiders fled. It 
had been a 
bloody affair. 
Next time you 
start to drive 
down that long 
descent from the 
summit of the 
pass, imagine it 
milling with over 
2000 cattle and 
over 400 men 
lying dead plus 
wounded. It is 
said each of the 
small local 
villages had 20 
widows and 

doubtless there were many in the homelands of the 
raiders. 

 

Cattle raiding was coming to an end however. The 
development of effective firearms for example made 
raiding a much more dangerous game. Instead there 
developed a different practise – of droving cattle south to 
the English markets. It became a massive trade. In 
Carlisle alone, in 1663, it is recorded that 18,574 cattle 
passed through! With time, droving too passed as the end 
of the Napoleonic wars reduced demand for beef from the 
navy and changes in agriculture meant cattle were raised 
in the lowlands and transported by sea or rail. The world 
moves on, but the Glens have their memories. 

Glen Isla, looking north from Dalhally and showing the richer lowlands that supported many Highland cattle. 

One of the small black cattle of the old Highlands. 

“---among highlanders generally, to rob was thought at least 
as honourable an employment as to cultivate the soil.” 
 

By Lord Macaulay (1800-18590) in his History of  England 


